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Eden Studios. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 256 pages. Dimensions: 9.2in. x 7.4in. x
0.6in.On the surface, the world looks much like our own. The same people walk the same dirty
streets. The same animals rummage in the same garbage. The same mindless reality-shows are on
the same television stations. Yet something is not right. . . The public only sees the facade covering
the truth, the veil hiding the machinations of alien invaders, conspiratorial plots, and supernatural
horrors. In Conspiracy X, players take the roles of government officials, civilians, researchers, FBI
agents, CIA spies, NSA code breakers, and more. All connected as part of a grand conspiratorial
organization called Aegis, formed in the aftermath of the Roswell crash, they are the last defense
against alien invaders, subversive agencies, and paranormal terrors. Conspiracy X 2. 0 is a complete
role playing game. In this book, you will find: A gritty yet fantastic conspiratorial setting, updated to
the present day. Character creation for movers-and-shakers, the operatives who pull the strings of
modern society. Cell creation rules, allowing teams to access covert op gadgetry, alien technology,
orbital gunstars, black helicopters, magic vans, and much more. Full exposition of the Unisystem, a
universal...
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Reviews
It is simple in study easier to fully grasp. It is definitely basic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am delighted to let you know
that this is actually the finest publication i have got read inside my own life and could be he very best ebook for actually.
-- Destiny Wa lsh
It in a of the most popular ebook. I have got study and i am certain that i am going to likely to read again yet again in the future. I am happy to inform you
that this is actually the greatest ebook i actually have study inside my very own life and might be he best ebook for possibly.
-- Alison Sta nton
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